
Object-Oriented	Programming	(in	Java)	

Exercise:	String,	Book,	Memory	Maps	

The Class to Test the Book Class 

public class BookTest { 
 public static void main(String[ ] args) { 
  // Create reference variable, called title. Points at nothing yet. 
  String title = null; 
  // The following code implements an implicit "new" operation. 
  // The code creates an unnamed String object and captures its location information 
  // in the reference variable title. 
  title = "Lord of the Rings"; 
  // The following code implements another implicit "new" operation. 
  // The code creates an unnamed String object and captures its location information 
  // in the reference variable author. 
  String author = "J.R.R. Tolkein"; 
  // The following code implements an explicit "new" operation. 
  // The code creates an unnamed Book object and captures its location information 
  // in the reference variable bookLordOfTheRings. 
  Book bookLordOfTheRings = new Book(title, author, 1234567890123L); 
  // A reference variable is sent to println(). 
  // Thus, we are sending the location information of the unnamed Book object. 
  // The println() method uses the location information to 
  // call the toString() method for that unnamed object. 
  System.out.println(bookLordOfTheRings); 
 

  // The following code implements an implicit "new" operation. 
  // The code creates an unnamed String object and captures its  
  // location information in the reference variable title. 
  // Location information previously in title, is now overwritten 
  // with location information of the newly created unnamed String object. 
  title = "The Hobbit"; 
  Book bookHobbit = new Book(title, author, 9876543210984L); 
  System.out.println(bookHobbit); 
 

  title = "The Belgariad"; 
  author = "David Eddings"; 
  Book bookBelgariad = new Book(title, author, 9000000010987L); 
  System.out.println(bookBelgariad); 
 
 } // end main() 
} // end class BookTest 

Set a breakpoint <Ctrl-Shift-B>. 

Execute under Debug <F11>. 

View Variables. The variable title does not yet exist. 

Execute this line <F6>.  

This line has not yet been executed. What is 
stored in title?  
 

________________________________________ 

This line has not yet been executed. What is stored in title 
NOT author (show the ID and only the character string; not all 
the internals of the String object)? 
 

________________________________________________ 

The unnamed Book object has been built. Its location is 
captured in bookLordOfTheRings. What is stored? 
 

ID:____________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 
_______________________________________________ 

On page 2 of this document, you’ll see my 
sketch of a Memory Map showing the 
organization of objects at this point in execution. 

On a separate sheet of paper, sketch a second Memory Map 
showing the organization of objects at this point in execution. 



The Book Class 

public class Book { 
 private String title; 
 private String author; 
 private long isbn; // long allows for up to 18-19 decimal digits 
  
 public Book(String title, String author, long isbn){ 
  this.title = title; 
  this.author = author; 
  this.isbn = isbn;   
 } // end class constructor 
  
 @Override 
 public String toString() { 
  return String.format("ISBN:%-13d Author:%-20s Title:%s", isbn, author, title); 
 } // end toString() 
} // end class Book 

Example Memory Map (sketch your full map on a separate sheet of paper) 

 

 

Name:_____________________________________________________ 

23 

bookLordOfTheRings: 
reference-to variable holding 
location information for an 
unnamed object of type Book. 

34 

38 

9876543210984 

23 

“J.R.R. Tolkien” 

38 

“Lord of the Rings” 

34 

34 

38 

title: reference-to-String 
variable defined in main(). 

author: reference to String 
variable defined in main(). 

Unnamed Book object managed 
through the reference-to variable. 

title: reference-to-String variable. 

author: reference-to-String. 
variable. 

isbn: primitive variable of type long 
stored completely inside Book object. 

Unnamed String object managed through reference 
variables. Note that my String objects are simplified. By 
now, you should realize that String objects are really 
much more complex, but I don’t need to see all that 
complexity. You need only show the first reference layer 
and the characters that are stored (as I show here). 

Unnamed String object managed 
through reference variables. 

Location of object. 

Location of object. 

Note: The ID numbers in my 
Memory Map will likely differ 
from yours, since the 
location of objects will likely 
change on each run of a 
program. 

Want to Save Time? 

If you have this PDF on screen, you 
can perform a copy-and-paste 
operation to save re-typing the 
code. Use your mouse to select the 
source code; then type <Ctrl-c>. 

Move to the Eclipse environment 
and create a new class called Book. 
Paste the copied source code into 
your new Book edit window. 

Reformat (to re-establish the 
indentation) using <Ctrl-Shift-F>. 

You can do the same for the 
BookTest class. 

Exercise Marking Guide: Full Marks: 2  

② EssenRally correct, and shown by the end of the period. 

① Reasonable aTempt, but some errors. 

① EssenRally correct, and shown before the start of the next lab period. 


